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SAWING STICKS FOR BROOM HANDLEB-By T. J. Alexan
der. of 'Ves t el"ville. Ohio: I claim the method described, 
of handlin� and adjusting the log to its place, and to its 
various posltions for the several cuts, by means of the ra
dius rods or clamping screws, coupled and operated as 
specified, and suspended by a swinging frame. from 
above. arranged and operating together, as set forth; so 
that by bearing laterally on the screw lever or handle, 
whilst turning it, the clamping ,",crews are swung late
rally ann raised or lowered simultaneously to approac h 
the log on the table, and convey it with facility to the 
gaurre, and to adju�t the log expeditiously when under 
operation to its various sets, laterally and vertically, as 
described. 

PLANETARY HYDRAULIC STEAM ENGINE-By Jas. Black, of PhHadelphia, Pa. : I claim the Planetary Hvdraulic 
Steam Engme, the arrangement of the vessels, pipes, and 

diaphragms: or their equiva.lents upon a shaft, so as to 
revolve with or upon said shaft. as set forth. 
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leading curves or guides to the plane of the wheel, as de
scribed. 

Second, the making of the inside of the garnature, or 
the part of the gate next the disc, or both, of such a cur
vature or form, that the water at the upper part of the 
stream or streams, where it leaves the garniture or gate, 
will have a downward motion, or a direction inclining to 
the plane of the water-wheel, descending or inclining to 
the plane of the wheel from the commencement of the 
passages next the gate to about half way £i'om the inner 
to the outer edge of the upper rim of the wheel, where 
they are nearly or quite horizontal, or nearly or qulte 
parellel with the plane of the wheel; the inclination of 
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the tilame as that of the lower surface of the gate next 
said upper -rim, and the change from inclining to hori-
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to incline up towards this rim, and making the lower 
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plane of the wheel, so that the stream or streams will 
gradually diminish in height. at the entrance or entran. 
ces into the wheel. so that the water which passes in-the 
upper parts of the stream or streams, will converge to
ward that which passes in the lower parts of the stream 
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from the inner to the outet edges of the rims of the 
wheels. 

Thirdly, forming of the lower part of thetobe which 
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i� s��S8��epdarts of this description and claim, 
for brevity, writ t en of the turbine,a.s having its common. 
position, in which case the wat er'-de5CendB; to pass be· 
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vision ofmy claim to the case, when it has the COmmon 
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case, Wilen the water ascends to p�s between th(t<Jead-
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claim to all forms which are essentially the same. 

TURm��s (No. 2)-By Uriah A. Boyden, of Boston, 
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ed to the gate, and other parts over and about the gate 
rr>main stationary, and so closely fitted that llttle or none 
1Jf th e watet in the flume can run to the upper, part of the 
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ty of sediment, dirt, or other substa.nces, being carried 
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as to obstruct the motion of the gate, or movable part of 
the garniture, essentially as a,bove described. 

�econdly. the le,lning or the inclining of the floats er 
buckets of turbines to the rims of the wheels, so that 
when the wheel of a turbine is working, with the gate 
next the wheel partia lly open, the parts of the floats op
posite the aperture formed by such partial opening of the 
gate, will be f,lrward of those parts next the other rim of 
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of the wheel opposite to the �ate, essentially as above de· 
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stantially answer the same purpose, as this effect of in. 
clining toe floats, depends upon the streams only partial
ly filling the wheel. I do not extend my claim to incli-
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means of varying the width, thickness, or number of 
streams which enter the wheel. 
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though I do not limit my claim to any particular ar
rangement as to the distance of these diaphragms from 
the rims of the wheels, but extend it to all arrangements 
which operate substantially as above described:. But as 
the etfect of these diaphragms depends on the streams 
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tors as have no gate next or near the water wheels or 
other means of varying the width, thickness, or number 
of streams which enter the wheel. 

Fourthly, the combination of the device of makingt:le 
gate at the entrance of the water into the wheel, to move 
separately from the J?arniture with leaning the guides 
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water which passes by or neal' the surface of the gate, in 
flowing toward this passage into the Wheel, made by 
such partial opening of the gate, has its motion directed 
the wa,y the whe�l turns, in consequence of the leaning 
of the· said guides. I do not confine my claim exactly to 
any degree of Ipaning, but extend it to all degrees of 
leaning, w�ic� w,ill essentially answer the same purpose. 

I do not hnllt either of these four branches of my claim 
to such turbines or hydraulic -motors as discharge the 
water at their peripherIes, but I extend them to such as 
have the w ater enter their wheels at their peripheries. 

HYDRAuLIq MOTORS-By Uriah A. Boyden, of Boston, 
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between the wheels and the�uides. or other thin g s which c ause the water to move oblIquely toward the wheels, in the way the wheels turn, when the water first strikes the floats or b Uckets, as described. Second. the device to cause the height of" the wheel or the po�ition of theparts which partiaUy confine the water wInch presses the wheel upward to vary. as the height of ,the w�ter or fall varies, so that the width-of the aper-
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constant, though the height of the fall varies 

Tp.ird, the combination of a gate around and near the periphery of a water wheel, between the wheel and the guides or other things which direct the water the way -�the wheel turns into the wheel,· with the parts of the I' floats near the gate, curved so that the water will strike 
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their concave sides, as described. though I do not limit 
my claim exactly to any curvature of the floats, but ex
tend it to all curvatures which will essentially answer 
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the water to move the way the wheel turns, before it en
ters the wheel, but I extend it to all things which will 
suhstantially answer the �urpose of a gate, in varying 
���e�e�&�;� ����nes, widt , or number of streams that 
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which they flare towards theaxis of the wheel, as above nesc ribed; though I do not limit my claim to exactlY the 
flaring described. butextend it to all flaring, which will 
e
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the wheels, in the way in which the wheels turn. and 
pass into the wheels at their· circumferential parts, and 
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class of tub wheels and under-shot wheels. in which the 
water generally flows into the wheels in streams, with 
���e�o�eJ�frei�:�l�h!r:,t�:is�t which spaces the water 

Though I have described these water wheels as being 
horizontal, and· the gates as being opened by raising, it 
is obvious that all these four branches of my claim are 
quite applicable to wheels in other positions. and to ca
ses in whic-h the gate is opened by lowering, an d I do not limit either branch of roy claim to cases in which 
the wheels are horizontal, or to cases in whic h the gates 
are opened by raising." 
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spring-barrel, or its equivalent to operate on the strop, as 
8p�cified. 

I also claim the convex end and rest to elevate the cen
ter of the strop, as described and shown. 

RAILROAD CAR SEATS-by I saac Fay, of Cambridge, 
Mass.: I cla.im the combination of the groove, and one or more dogs as applied thereto! an d mad e to op erate for 
the support of the back, and to ena bIc it t 0 be elevated or 
its supporting pin raised out of the groove a, as descri
bed. 

And in connection with the inclined notches and long 
�18!dOl�:r�'io��nJ :!�i:rs�%�t�A1�lYY 1������1��;� �E; 
the purpose as specifled. 

And I claim the convex and concave toothed racks in 
combination with the seat and the chair frame, the same 
being for the purpose of enabling the seat to be set with 
such inclination either forwards or backwards, as may 
be conducive to the ease and comfort of the setter, whe
ther he be in an upright or recumbent position. 

TOILET FURNITURE-by David Freed, of Huntingdon, 
Pa.: I claim the attaching or combining with a wash
stand. or any other toilet or chamber furniture, the 
brackets and bolt when said bolt is thrown against the 
brackets by means of a ctank or knob at or near the top 
of the stand, through the levers or their equivalents. in 
the manner and for the purposes set forth. 
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mould board of a. plow so that a horizontal line drawn at 
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working side at right angles· to the base, shall also de
scribe the convex arc of a circle. substantially as set 
forth. 

SEED PLANTERS-by Samuel Jenkins, of Portsmouth, Pa ,: 
I claim the pecnliar shape and construction of the ad
justalole cutter, its passing through the drag bar and fit-
��a�� aa� 0�:!�R��d�h1gr

oWlte 0����ts�06?I'a'l��i;�,g� tOoth to pass easily over any obstructions. and especial
ly to re gulate tbe depth of furrow. 

HEMP BREAKER-by Oliver S. Leavit\ of llarcei ius, N. 
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of the shives or the wopdy portion thereof, or the uSe of 
rollers for moving the material to be broken, as that has 
been done before. 

But I e1a.im the combination of a reciprocating beater 
with parallelblades, set at decreasing distances from each 
other, with a fixed bar flated or serrated. to correspond 
with the blades and spaces of the beater. 

DRAWING FRAMES FOR HEMP AND FLAX-by Oliver S
Leavitt, of Marcellus, N.  Y.: I make no pretention to the 
use of gill bars attached to chains or wheels, in dra,wing 
flax. hemv, and otherfibrous substances, as this has been 
often done before. 

But I claim first, the varticular form of gilt bar descibed 
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pins from tl}.e material,rand directing the bars' �ackward 
movement set forth. 

Second, 'the device by which the rods are presse4 
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the lever in the manner set forth. 
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spective of the levers and counterpoise, nor do I claim 
any of the within named parts sevarately. 

But I claim the conibination of the weight, levers. and 
counterpoise constructed arranged and operating in the 
manner, and for the purpose as substantially shown and 
described. .,. 

FLUI.D CHiS-by James R. Nichols, of Haverhill, llass.: 
I do not claim as my invention, the, helical spring and 
cork valve, as applled to other purposes than that of a 
decanting vessel oriamp feeder. but I claim the improve
went 10n th e decan t ing vesselin the ap p lication to the 
���;e� � sf�!nttJ:b��iinV:i;�hri�8/��I���gi�:i�e�b� 
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other mode substantially the same, by which similar re
suits shail be produced. 

SEED PLANTERs-by Henry Perrin & Wm. Rudduck, of 
\Vilmington. Ohio: We claim the method of- supplying 
the distrihuting tube with grain or seed from the hopper 
by means of the reciprocating vibratory valve in the 
hopper, in combination with the cap and the discharging 
plate and receiving chamber. as described. 

GRAIN AND GRASS HARVESTER-by Philo Syila & Augus· 
tus Adams, of Elgin, I ll.: We claim first the weightetlle
vers or their equivalents substantially as describe which 
carry the sickle bar and sickle, and allow them to vibrate 
perpendiculal'ly, and accommodate the sickle to uneven 
ground, in cutting grass, which levers may be made per
manent when cutting grain, as described. 

Second, the linked or hinged brace, or its equivalent 
in combination with the levers, which brace prevents the 
sickle bar from being traversed longitudinally by the ac
tion of the sickle, but allows it to vibra.te perpendicular
ly, and accommodate itself to uneven ground, as describ
ed. 

Third, the stands of the binders constructed so a� to allOW them to stand so much lower than the horizontal 
platform that they can bind the gavels into sheaves with 
greater facility. far less labor, and much faster than by 
any of the modes he>retofore practiced. 

BLOW PIPES FOR ENLARGJNG BLASTING CAVITIES-by 
Ancil Stickney, of Norwich, Vt.. Ante datod May 10, 1853: 
I do not claim the enlarging a drill hole! by the use of 

heat or a blast of air thrown upon charcoal or other fuel 
in a state of combustion. 
m�a� \1�i�at�1ris�c:�� °Jh��l��;ii�� ;:t�r
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fuel placed in the hole-the same consisting in th e employ
ment ofa blast tube made with lateral perforations, and a 
closed or nearly closed bottom,· as discribed-the same 
enabling me to attain the enlargement of a hole· wit a 
great saving of labor and time, as set forth. 

CoMPOUND BLOW PIPE FOR ENLARGING BLASTING CAVI
TIES�by AncH Stickney, of Norwich, Vt. Ante dated June 
11, 1853: I lay IW claim to the use of a blast of air or gas 
in connection with coal or fuel, for the purpose of sup· 
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therefrom, entirely around and against the side of the 
-drill hole, whereby the enlargement of it into a suitable 
cha.rge chamber may be speedily etfected. 

STEAM GENERATORS-by Abel Shawk. of Cincinnati, 0.: 
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ded in its diameter from above the fire box, to its termina
tion, is connected to a steam chamber or receiver out
side of or exterior to it, arranged in the manner desct'ib
ed. 

SA W FOR WATER WHEELS-By O. Willis. of McDowell, 
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combined and operating as described. 
COTTON STALK CUTTERS, OR PULVERIZERS-by George 

Gorman, of Lamar, Mass.: I claim the construction ap.d 
arangement of a machine consisting of rotary whippers 
or reels on bars supported in a frame admitting of eleva
tion and depression; said whippers being driven by band 
wheels on one or both supporting wheels of said machine, 
in the manner set forth for the purpose of effectually re
ducing the stalks of cotton and thus rendering them use
ful as a manure and in a condition to offer no obstruct:on 
to the plow in the after cultivation of the land. 

------��.�.----
Preservation of the Eye •. 

MESSRS. EDITORS-An article in No. 51, Vol. 
8, "Scientific American," having the above ti
tle, interested me much, as it is a subject that 
has occupied some of my attention. In my 
researches on this subject I have come to a dif
ferent conclusion, in some respects, from that 
which is left on the mind by reading your artL 
cleo While I can subscribe to most that is there 
said, I have had some confidence in properly 
rubbing the closed eye balls. If rubbed gently, 
or rather pressed fi·om the temples towards the 
nose, in such a manner as shall have a tendency 
to keep up their roundness, by pressing the 
eye-balls (not on their surface, which will only 
serve to flatten them, and thereby injure the 
sight) against the nose as much as possible, but 
not so as to injure them by hard pressure, the 
sight may be preserved in this way to old age. 
It is said that this is the way that J. Q. Adams 
preserved his sight until he died, having no need 
of glasses. Also my grandfather, who died at 
the age of 93, couJd read all day in his Bible 
without glasses, having never used them. He 
said that at fitty years of age his eyes began to 
fail him, so that he felt the need of glasses; but 
hearing of the above remedy, applied it, and 
soon found his eye-sight improving, so that at 
sixty he could see as" well as he ever. could, and 
never lost his sight again while he lived. By 
severely taxing the eyes by reading or writing 
a great deal by candle or lamp light, the tenden
cy !s to flatten the eye-ball an.d weaken its pow
er to adjust itself to distances. Anything that 
has a tendency to flatten the eye-ball throws the 
focal distance further off. Rubbing the eye
balls, as is usually the case with most people, 
and especially those of weak or inflamed eyes is 
exceedingly irijurious. If they rub them at all 
let care be taken not to rub them on the pupils, 
but press them gently towards the nose, so as 
not to flatten them, but to preserve their round_ 
ness. The reason why so mallY young people 
lose their eye-sight, I think, may be attributable 
to two causes, namely, over-taxillg them, which 
makes them painfu� and then rubbing them. If 
these two evils are guarded against, I think 
there would not be such demand for glasses. 
I would recommend· those who are naturally 
short-5ighted, to take Ball's eye-cups, and draw 
a piece of thin india rubber over one end, in
stead of the balls; thea tie it over the eye so 
as to press gently upon the eye-ball, and wear 
it 5 or 10 minutes ber re going to bed; this 
will flatten the eye-ball, and thus lengthen the 
focal distance. T. S. I. 

Elyria, 0., Sept. 1853. 
---� . .-.�.�.�---

Singnlar Plan fora New Line of Steamships . 

MESSRS. EDITORs-Being a subscriber to your 
va·luable paper, and admiring the manner of 
your dealing with new suggestions in science, 
arguing dispassionately, and giving reasons for 
or against, without foolish sneers or personali
ties, ! take the liberty of sending you the fol
lowing for .thy opinion. Seeing the gigantic 
efforts of late for rapid and safe communication 
between the. nations of the earth, I am induced 
to make the inquiry-" Would it be possible to 
construct a 'train' of steamers, say of 25,000 
feet, or more, by connecting a number of ves
sels by joints, so as to make it one great flexible 
vertebral �olumn ;"-of course there could be no 
stem or stern, as at present, to each vessel, only 
batted to each other and secured by a large 
band of India rubber, say ten or twelve inches 
thick, by three or four feet wide, all round in
side, with a close ladder of strong· slack chains 
all round outside, with as many pairs of steam 
paddles along the 'train' as would be thought 
necessary. The question arises, could it be 
made sufficiently flexible to adapt itself to the 
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ridge and hollow of large waves in rough wea
ther, and also be under command for alteration 
of course, &c. I take it there would be room 
enough on the line without danger of running 
off. I need not enter into the many details that 
would suggest their adoption, except mere
ly to say the india rubbber bands might be se
b�red by broad washer· plates, with .some sub
stance between, say leather or gutta percha to 
preserve the india rubber. W. C. 

Clonmell, Ireland,· Sept. 8, 1853. 
[Provided the plan proposed by our corres

pondent were carried out-a band bridge of 
ocean steamships-wi) do not see what benefits 
could be obtained-what evils such a line would 
remove, or what new objects it would accomplish . 
Such a line of steamship, however, would be 
entirely impracticable. 

.... . . 
Labor and Money Power. 

The eloqent Rev. Mr. Chapin, thus speaks of 
the achievements of labor. He asks" who can 
adequately describe the triumphs of labor, urg
ed on by the potent spell of money. It has ex
torted the secrets of the universe, and trained 
its powers into myriads of forms of use and 
beauty. From the bosom of �l;ie old creation, 
it has developed anew the cre�tion of industry 
and art. It has been its task and its glory to 
overcome obstacles. Mountains have been le
velled and valleys been exalted before it. It hag 
broken the rocky soil into fertile glades; it has 
crowned the hill-tops with fruit and verdure, 
and bound around the very feet of oc�n, ridg
es of golden corn. Up from the sunless and hoa
ry deeps, up from the shapeless quarry, it drags 
its spotless marbles, and rears its pplaces of 
pomp. It tears the stubborn metals Jrom the 
bowels of the globe, and makes them ductile to 
its will. It marches steadily on over the swell
ing flood, and through the mountain elefts. It 
fans its way through the winds of ocean,tramples 
them in its course, surges and minges them with 
flakes of fire. Civilization foHows iIt 1� .. paths. 
It achieves grander Yictories,it wav�s IlIDre du
rable trophies, it holds wider sway than. the con
queror. His name becomes tainted. /tD.,d his mo
num�nts crumble; but labor converts his red 
battle-fields into gardens, and erects monuments 
significant of better things. It rides·· in a cha
riot driven by the wind. It write! With die light
ning. It sits crowned as a . queen in a: thousand 
cities, and Bends up its roar of triumph from a 

million wheels. It glistens in the f/tbric of the 
loom, it rings and sparkles from th�,llteely ham
mer, it glories in shapes of beauty.Jt. speaks in 
words of power, it makes the sine�y arm strong 
with liberty, the poor man's heart ricP with con-· 
tent, crowns the swarthy and sweaty .brow with 
honor, and dignity, and peace. ' 
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An Important Fact In CODnootlon·:lVfth the 
YellOW Fever, 

Th� New Or! eans ,; Delta" sta.teE!thaJ;. Capt. 
Baxter, of the steamer. "Cherokee, ..left that 
city on the 12th of last. month, when the epi
edemic was at its height, with one hundred and 
sixty-nine passengers, the majority. of. �whom 
were un acclimated, and liable to the yJlllow fe
ver. When the Cherokee emerged. int() the 
Gulf, the sea was rough, and the· passengers 
suff ered a great deal from sea-sickness. EY'fllIY 
one of them were compelled to vomit, and t�e 
Captain says he never had a more unanimously 
sick set. Soon, however, it was all over, and' 
health and hilarity reigned on board, when the 
yellow fever made its appearance among the 
crew, none of whom had suffered from sea-sick
ness. During the voyage, there were ten of 
the crew down with the fever, and on the arri
val of the Cherokee in New York,there being 
two still sick, they were ordered into the hos
pital, where one of them died. The other re
covered. Not one of the passengers had the. 
fever. They were all permitted to land in New 
York after, eighteen hours, and the sick mem
bers of the crew were alone compelled to go 
into the hospital detention. Hereis an interest
ing fact for the doctors. A general voorlting 
saved over one hundred persons from .. disease 
which attacks nine out of ten of tha imacclima
ted. Is not, too, the universality ·of the sick
ness a fact of some signifi.cance from which the 
physicians .may extract some light Oil the sub
j ect of the character of the disease? 
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